
A Family Business...

Proudly Fitting Plantation Shutters and Blinds 
Throughout the South of England

Tel: 0800 169 3080 or 01252 838 229





We are a small family business that has hundreds of satisfied customers. 

Because we are small we can offer great service with a personal touch and we 

pride ourselves on the quality of the work we offer day in day out.

Our small team is fully insured whilst working in your home. All are highly 

skilled craftsmen and offer a professional finished job. 

We also do our utmost to minimise disruption to your home and work in a 

clean and tidy manner to ensure the cleanest working environment.

80% of our businesses comes via recommendations and referrals.

Prices

Because we don’t employ pushy sales people, (you are likely to be quoted a 

price by the owner of the business, Paul), we can keep prices down. 

Our shutters are made to a very high standard at our factory in China, this is 

also run by a small family business who supply solely to us here in the UK.

We believe in offering the best price for a job well done. What we quote is the 

price you pay without any hidden extras.

Why choose Affordable Shutters





Our shutters and blinds are of the highest quality, but at affordable prices. 

Our classic range of shutters are manufactured from solid basswood with 

all joints joined by mortise and tenon, making them extremely secure and 

durable. Basswood is also hard wearing because it is kiln dried to obtain a low 

moisture content making a stable timber even more robust.





Café style shutters are also known as half height interior shutters or are 

sometimes called “short shutters”.

But they don’t need to be restricted to half-height; as any height can be set. 

They originate from the French cafe style and apart from being stylish, they 

allow extra light into the room too.

Today they are often use in kitchen and general living areas. And offer an 

alternative to net curtains.

We are seeing them more and more installed into commercial properties, 

like cafes, bars and restaurants. To give that “chic” look.

styles, and come in a range of finishes.



Tier-on-Tier shutters have two levels of shutter panels, one placed directly 

above the other.

These 2 levels of panels are not connected and they open and close 

completely independent of each other.

If you wish for your shutters to give you more flexibility, then tier on tier 

shutters give you just that.

They offer many options -  from being fully open, or leaving the top half 

open, but closing the bottom half and then tilting the slats for privacy.

Or closing both of the tiers across the window and tilting the slats for 

maximum privacy or as a way of shading from the sun.

We have fitted tier on tier shutters on many properties. They look 

particularly good on windows that are taller, than they are wide.

We can advise you on whether your property is suitable for these kind of 

shutters.



Blinds

We also install and fit blinds for all kinds of window shapes.

Blinds have the ability to transform your home with either made to 

measure roman blinds or custom made roller blinds in a wide range of 

colours, styles and fabrics to suit any room.

Blinds are popular because of the choices available, their durability, 

affordability and appearance.

But there are so many styles and materials to choose from, so it can 

become overwhelming to try and find the right blinds for your home. 

When it comes to choosing materials for your blinds, our team can help. 

sometimes called venetian blinds, come in aluminium, faux wood and 

wood. Faux wood blinds look like the real thing, but are heavier and 

cheaper.

Our team have the experience and knowledge to help you in making the 

right choice for your property.





About The Staff

Paul 

is responsible for quoting and measuring.

: 

answers the phone, manages the email enquiries, processes the orders, 

collects the payments, liaises with the factory and generally makes sure 

that things run smoothly.

Jake 

during school holidays and weekends to learn the trade. When he left 

school he wanted a job in the business,  so he did an apprenticeship in 

carpentry and passed with distinction.





Interior shutters offer 

a stylish alternative to 

other window dressings. 

Options include full 

or bespoke shapes.





All pictures used in this brochure are from actual fittings carried out 

by Affordable Shutters and are not stage sets. We have hundreds of 

photos for you to view, please ask.
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